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On the hierarchy of vf-products of automata 
P . DOMOSI a n d Z . ESIK 
In order to decrease the feedback complexity of the Gluskov-type product of 
automata, a hierarchy of products was introduced by F. Gecseg in [6]. This hier-
archy, referred to as the a;-hierarchy, contains one product concept for each nonne-
gative integer i. The a0-product is also known as the loop-free product, the series-
parallel composition or the cascade composition [11, 1, 13]. Another hierarchy, the 
vf -hierarchy appears in [2], where i is any positive integer. Using the main result of 
[3] it has been shown in [5] that for homomorphic realization the a ; -hierarchy col-
lapses at i= 2. One of the aims of the present paper is to show that the vf-hierarchy 
is strict. For some classes of automata even the Vi-product has a surprising power. 
This has been demonstrated in [2] for the first time and then in [1, 4]. In fact there are 
classes of automata for which the vx-product is much stronger than the a0-product. 
In this paper we prove that the opposite can also be true for some classes. 
An automaton is a system A ==(A, X, 8) with finite nonempty sets A and X, 
the state set and the input set, and transition 5: AXX—A. The transition is also 
used in the extended sense, i.e. as a map 5: AxX*—A where X* is the free monoid 
of all words over X. Let A.~(A}, Xj, 5j) (j= 1, . . . ,n, «S0) be automata, and 
take a family of feedback functions 
(pJ:A1X...XA„XX^XJ 
(./'= 1, ... ,«), where X is a new finite nonempty set of input letters. The Gluskov-
type product (cf. [10]) of the automata Aj with respect to the feedback functions cpj 
is defined to be the automaton 
AiX-.XA n(X,(p) 
with state set A=A!X...XA„, input set Xand transition 5 given by 
prj(<5(a, x)) = Sj(pTj(a), <pj(a, x)), 
for all a£A,x£X and l ^ j ^ n . The Gluskov-type product is also called the general 
product, or ^-product, for short. Let 1 be any integer. Following [2], the above 
defined ^-product is called a v,-product if for every integer j= 1, ..., n there is a set 
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v ( y ) i { l , ..., n} with cardinality not exceeding i such that each feedback function 
is independent of any state variable ak with v(j). For the definition of the a, -
products see [6, 8]. 
Let X be a class of automata. We shall use the following notations: 
P 9 ( J f ) :=a l l ^products of automata from J f ; 
P a i( jT):=all «j-products of automata from J f ; 
PV[(yT):=all vf-products of automata from J f ; 
S ( J f ) :=all subautomata of automata from J f ; 
H(X) :=a l l homomorphic images of automata from JT. 
In the sequel we shall also make use of a few simple facts. 
Lemma 1. For every class J f , HSPao ( j f ) is the smallest class containing J f and 
closed under the operators H, S and Pao. 
The proof of Lemma 1 can be found in [8]. We note that a similar statement is 
true for the g-product. 
Lemma 2. Let A=A1x...XA„(X,tp) be a -product of automata A 
= (Aj, Xj, 5j). Let n be a permutation of the set {1, ..., n). There exists a -prod-
uct A'=A j r (1)X ...XAkM(X, cp') which is isomorphic to A, an isomorphism A—A' 
is the map (a1; ..., a„)-+(aKll), . . . ,a l ( n )) ((au ..., an)eA1X ...XAn). 
Lemma 3. Let A = A j X ...X A„(X, <p) be a v;-product with w s l and compo-
nents A j = ( A j , Xj, 8j). Let B=(i?, X, <5) be a subautomaton of A, y06{l, ..., n} 
a fixed integer and a^AJo. If prJo(b)—a for all b£B then there is a v,-product 
A'=AiX ...X AJo_1xAJo+1X ...X A„{X, <p') such that A' contains a subautomaton 
B'isomorphic to B, an isomorphism B—B' is the map (a l s ..., aJO_ l s a, aJo+1,...,an) >-> 
•—(iZi, ..., ah-x, aJo+1, ..., an). 
We are now ready to state.our main result.. 
Theorem. There exists a class Jf of automata such ~ that HSPV |(jT)c: 
c HSP V i + 1 ( J f )c HSPao ( J f ) holds for all i s 1. 
Proof. Let p be a prime number. We define an automaton D P =(D P , {x,y}, 8) 
as follows: 
S(j,y) = P, j£Dp. 
Let X= {Dp\p is a prime}. We set out to prove the following properties of Jf". 
(1) H S P . p O g H S P J j O , 
(2) HSPV )(X)cHS]PV i + l(X) for all / S i . 
<2>,(0i, •••,a„,x) 
Dp= {0, ...,/>}, 
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Supposing (1) and (2) have been shown, the proof is easily completed. Since 
HSPVi / . J O ^ H S P ^ J f ) holds obviously, from (1) we have HSPV i + 1(Jf)g 
iHSP^CJf ) , which in turn implies HSPV ( (Jf)cHSP a o (X) by (2). Thus 
HSP V i (X)cHSP a o (X) for all ¡ a 1. 
Proof of (1). For every prime number p, define CP—(CP, {x}, <5) by 
C p = (0, . . . , /7 — 1}, 
$(j,x) = j + l mod p,jeCp. 
Moreover, let E=(£ , {x, y}, <5) with £ = {0, 1}, <5(0, x)=0, <5(0,;;)=<5(1, x)= 
= 5(1, y)— l. Thus Cp is the counter with lengthp and E is the elevator. Set 
J f ' = {Cp| p is a prime} U {E}. 
From the proof of the main result of [5] we have HSP9 ( J f )=HSP a o (X' ) . To end 
the proof, by Lemma 1, it suffices to show that J f gHSP a o(Jf) . That is however 
obvious for we have Cp€S({DP}) and E£H({DP}), each prime number p. 
Proof of (2). Let / s 1 be any integer and m=J] (Pj\j= 1, ..., i+1), where p} is 
they-th prime. Define M=(M, {x, y}, 5) to be the automaton with 
M = {0, ..., m}, 
mod m if j < m, 
if j = m, 
c / . 0 + 1 mod m if 0 «= j < m, 
if y' = 0 or j = m, 
for all j£M. We prove that M$HSP v , ( j r ) while M€HSP, l t l ( J f ) . 
Assume that, on the contrary, MCHSPV[(jf). Let 
D 3 L X . . . X D ? N ( { X , Y}, (P) 
be a Vj-product of automata from j f that contains a subautomaton A= (A, {x,y}, 5) 
which is mapped onto M under a suitable homomorphism h. We may choose n to be 
the least (positive) integer with the above property, i.e. if a v; -product of automata 
from X contains a subautomaton that can be mapped homomorphically onto M 
then the number of factors of that product is at least n. Also, the subautomaton A can 
be chosen such that none of its proper subautomata is mapped homomorphically 
onto M. 
Let us write A as the disjoint union A=A0UA1 where A0—h~](M— {w}) 
and A1=k~1({/n}). Let a€A0 be a state. Since a is a generator of A, if prj (a)—qj 
for an integer j—l,...,n, then pTj(b)=qj for all b£A. By Lemma 3, there exists 
a Vj-product 
D 9 I X . . . X D ^ . I X D , J + I X . . . X D J { X , y), <p') 
that contains a subautomaton isomorphic to A. This contradicts the minimality of n. 
Thus pTj(a)9£qj for all a£A0 and y= 1, ..., n. Suppose now that there is an a^A1 
such that for all j= 1, ..., « we have p Tj(a)^qj. Let b£A0 beastateand «6 {x, y}* 
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a word with ô(b,u)=a. Let v—x^ where k denotes the length of u. We have c= 
= <5(6, v)£A0, henceforth prjÇc)^ q7- for all j= 1, ..., n. The special structure of the 
automata T>qj guarantees that a=c. This contradiction yields that for every aÇ.A1 
there is an integer j(l=j=n) with p r ^ a ) ^ ^ . 
Let a 0 = ( a o, i ' •••' flo,n)» •••> a , - i = (û,-ifi» •••» û4-i,») be all the states in A0, so 
that O^t^q— 1, l ë / â n . By the minimality of A and the special structure 
of the automata Dqj it follows that the letter x induces a cyclic permutation of the 
states a,, say 5(a,, x)=a,+lmoiq. Also q is the l.c.m. of the primes qlt ...,q„. 
Since h is a homomorphism of A onto M, we have q=0 mod m. Without loss of 
generality we may suppose <5(a0, y)=a£A1. Thus prJ(a)=^rJ- for some/ By Lemma 
2, we may take J = l . Since pr 1(a)=q1 we must have (Pi(a0, y)—y. Let v( l )= 
= {jif---jjk}> s o that k^i. Define q to be the l.c.m. of the primes on the list 
qh qJk. Obviously then q = 0 mod q. Since m is the product of i+ 1 distinct 
primes and q is the product of at most i distinct primes, from q = 0 mod m and q = 0 
mod q we obtain q<q. Let us now consider the state ad=(a31, ..., as,n). For every 
/= 1, ..., k we have 5(a0Jl, x « ) = ^ q J t . Since q = 0 mod qjl we see that aiih— 
=a0Jt. Since we have a v,-product it follows that cp1(aq, y)=cp1(a0, y)—y. We 
conclude ô(aq, y)£A1. Since h is a homomorphism of A onto M we see that q = 0 
mod m. This is however clearly impossible for m is the product of i+ 1 distinct 
primes and q is the product of at most i distinct primes. 
We still have to show that M€HSPV(+1(Jf). For this define the ¿-product 
A = (A, X, S) = D P L X . . . X D P ( + 1 ( { X , y}, <p) 
by 
(Pjifli, ..., a i + 1 , x ) = x, 
( x \y if a i =•••= a i + 1 = 0, <Pj(c1, ..., ai+1, y) = otherwise. 
Since the number of factors is i+1, this ^-product is also a vi+1-product. Define 
A0 = {aÇ.A\pTj(a) ^ pj for all j = 1, ..., i+1}, 
Ai = A A o. 
For an a=(a 1 ; ..., ai+1)£A0 let h(a)=t be that integer m with t=aj modpj, 
7=1, ..., /+1. If a€A1 put h{a)=m. The mapping h is easily seen to be a homo-
morphism of A onto M. • 
Remark. It is said that an automaton A=(A, X, 5) satisfies the Leticevskiï 
criterion if there exist a state aÇA, input letters x1 ; x2ÇX and words ult u2£X* 
with S (a, xj^ôfa, x2) and ô(a, XlUi)—ô(a, x2u2)—a. If only ô (a, x j ^ ô (a, x2) 
and 6(a, Xlu)=a hold for some aÇA, x l5 x2ÇX and u£X*, we say that A satisfies 
the semi-Leticevskiï criterion. The above definitions extend to classes of automata: 
a class Jf satisfies the Leticevskiï criterion or the semi-Leticevskiï criterion if one 
of its members satisfies it. By a classical result in [12], HSPg(Jf ) is the class of all 
automata if and only if Jf satisfies the Leticevskiï criterion. It has been shown in 
[3] that the same is true for thé a2 -product. If X does not satisfy the semi-Leti-
cevskiï criterion then, by the proof of the main result in [5], HSP9(X)=HSPe ,o(jT). 
Also HSP 9 (J f )=HSP V l (J f ) in this case as shown in [9]. Suppose now that J f 
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satisfies the semi-Leticevskii criterion but does not satisfy the Leticevskii criterion. 
In [5] it is proved that for every such Jf we have HSP9(Jf)=HSP1 I 1(Jf). The v r 
products behave quite differently. The class JT given in the proof of our Theorem 
satisfies the semi-Leticevskii criterion but does not satisfy the Leticevskii criterion, 
moreover, there exists no integer with HSPg (,3f)=HSPV( ( j f ) . 
• Open problems. (1) Suppose that Jf satisfies the Leticevskii criterion. Does 
there exist an integer i s l with HSP9(Jf)=HSPv .( .5f)? (2) Does there exist an 
integer fel such that HSP9(Jf)=HSPV(JT) whenever j f satisfies the Leti-
cevskii criterion? What is the least such i, if it exists? 
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